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Stories. Matter 
JACQUIBANASZYNSKI 

I want you to travel with me to a famine camp in Sudan on the · 
Ethiopian border. You have seen the dreadful television footage of 
the starving babies, their bellies bloated. Flies crawl in and out of 
their eyes and mouths, jealous for the last drops of moisture that 
cling there as long as. these babies cling to· life. Now 'you are among 
them, as a reporter for a midsized daily newspaper in the upper Mid 
west, charged with writing about a place you have never been before,· 
about an event you can't possibly understand, for readers who· will 
never go there and don't know what it has to do with them-beyond 
writing a check to charity. 

You've been at the camp for several day~. You walk its ground 
each day, stepping around and over. 100,000 people who have come 
because they heard there was water. By the time they arrived-s-some 
of them walking three weeks from their Ethiopian villages-the wa 
ter was no more than a well of mud in a dry riverbed. 

You watch the little girls walk to .the river and dig in the mud, 
soaking their rags with moisture that they wring, drop by drop, into 
their plastic jugs. You sit in the clinic where the waiting line is hun 
dreds long. Desperate fathers thrust their babies at you, thinking that 
because you are a khawaja, a foreigner, you must be a doctor. You 
must be able to help. But all you have to offer is a poised notebook 
and some questions-suddenly too little to accommodate this reality. 

You wander to the edge of the camp, to the vast defecation zone 
where those healthy enough to walk go to heed nature's call. It is 
oblivious to the need for a little human dignity. Women squat inside 
their skirts, their heads covered in veils, trying to create some sense 
of cloister. 



You stumble to the rocky hillside where clusters of men claw at the 
'hard earth, creating holes just deep enough to cradle the shrouded 
bodies they gently place there. The holes don't need to be deep, for· 
the bodies are very thin. Theybury seventy-five each day, sometimes 
more. Most are babies. 

At night you retreat to the other side of the straw wall that encloses 
this awful world.You collapse-ashamed of your small and temporary 
hunger, of your selfish fears--on a cot in a small straw hut. You're 
grateful that it's dark, that you will not have to look at things for a few 
hours, but you can still hear. You hear coughing and vomiting and 
whimpering and keening. You hear shouts, angry bursts of life, and 
rasps that rattle to silence as seventy-five more people die, 

· Then you hear something else: singi,ng. You hear sweet chants and 
deep rhythms. Each night, over and over, at about the same time. You 
think you are hallucinating. You wonder if you have gone quite mad 
from your fear. How could people sing in the face of this horror? And 
why? You liein the dark and you wonder until the mercy of sleep 
claims you. Daylight comes again, and you open your eyes. 

I went to Africa in 1985 to report on the Ethiopian famine for the 
St. Paul Pioneer Press. I had never been outside of North America. 

The singing intrigued me. It took me several days to find out what 
it was. I had to go through several translators before someone finally 
told methat it was storytelling. When the villages in Ethiopia and what 
is now Eritrea finally got too parched or too bombed for people to 
survive there, they got up, en masse, and walked to the famine camps. 
Then they.settled, in whatever little huts they could find, as a village., 
They continued whatever rituals they could. One. of th·eir rituals was 
their nightly storytelling. The elders gathered the children around, 
and they sang their songs. 

It was their version of school. It was how they carried their history 
and culture and law with them. It may have been my first conscious 
awareness of the power, history, and universality of storytelling. We all 
grew up with stories, but do we ever stop to think about how much 
they connect us and how powerful they are? · 

Even, -or especially, in the face of death these ·stories live on, 
passed from elder to younger, from generation to generation, carried 
, with as much care as those precious jugs of water. Events pass, people 
live and die, life changes. But stories endure. · · 

Several years after I went to Sudan, I stumbled across what has be 
come one of my favorite books, Tim O'Brien's The Things They Car 
ried. He writes, "Stories are for joining the past to the future. _Stories 
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They say language makes us hurrian .. That notion is. being chal 
lenged as we discover that apes· have language. Whales have lan 
guage. I welcome them into our fold. I'm not threatened by them, 
quite frankly, because I think that stories make us human. Only by 
telling them do we stay so. • · 

Stories are our prayers. Write and edit them with 'due reverence, 
even when the stories themselves are irreverent. 

Stories are parables. Write and edit and tell yours with meaning, 
so each tale stands in.for a larger message, each story a guidepost op 
our collective journey. . . • · . 

Stories are history. Write and edit and tell yours with accuracy and 
understanding and context and with unwavering devotion to the 
truth. . •. 

Stories are music. Write and edit and tell yours with pace and 
rhythm and flow. Throw in the dips and twirls that make them excit- · 

Stories are the connective tissue of the human. race, wh~ther you 
are dissecting a school levy or South Korean politics. At the heart 
of every issue is a human element that leads ·to· the three most 
beautiful words in the English language: What happened. next? If 
you answer that question, you are a storyteller. 

are for those late hours in the night when you can't rem em her how 
you got from where you were to where you are. Stories are for eter 
nity, when memory is erased, when there is nothing to remember ex- 
cept the story." . 

I asked Tomas Alex Tizon, who used to work withme at the Seattle 
Times, why human beings need stories, and he replied: _ 

Thank God for stories+-tor those who have them, for those who 
tell them, for those who devour them as the soul sustenance that 
they are. Stories give shape to experience and allow us· to go - 
through life unblind. Without them, everything that happens 

. would float around, undifferentiated. None of it would mean 
anything. Once you have a version of what happened, all the 
other good.stuff about being human coines into play. You can 
laugh, feel awe, commit a passionate act, get pissed, want to 
change things. 

My friend and fellow writer Katherine Lanpher, who wrote for the 
Pioneer Press and is now with Air America, told me this about stories: 
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The fiction writer, playwright, and novelist deal with private life. 
They deal with. ordinary people and elevate these people into our 

· consciousness. The nonfiction writer· has traditionally dealt with 
people in public life, names that.are known to us. The private lives 
that I wanted to delve into as a young writer at the New York Times 
would not often be considered worthy of news coverage. I thought 
those people had a serise of what was going or,i. I believed if w,e_ could 
bring them into the larger-consciousness, they could help us under- 
stand the trends happening around us. . 

My father was a. tailor. He had come from a.small village in south 
ern Italy, but he was very fine with a needle and thread. He brought 
a sense. of his own style to his work. He had a great sense of caring 
about a perfect buttonhole, of measuring perfectly, of making a suit 
that would fit on the body and would elevate the man's presence. He 
was an artist of a needle .and thread who didn't care whether he 
made a lot of money. 

We were people of the underclass, people who went out and ob 
served but were not ourselves observed. My father was an eavesdrop 
ping tailor. He knew a lot about the people who came into his shop. 
I grew up hearing about the lives of ordinary people, and I thought 
they were interesting. . 

My father learned the English language by reading the Neui York 
Times. During World War II my father's relatives back in Italy were all 
on the wrong side of the war. His brothers were fighting with Mus 
solini's army against the invading Allies in 1943. My father read the 
New York Times with a certain sense of concern. I saw in that little 
house of mine how major events affected us. Each day the Times had 
maps and arrows showing the armies getting closer and closer to my 
father's village. I saw a great sense of drama: · 

Delving into Private Lives 
' GAY TALESE 

ing, .but stay true to the core beat. Readers hear stories with their in- 
ner: ear," · 

Stories are our soul. Write and edit and tell yours with your whole 
selves. Tell them as if they ,µ-e all that matters. Ir matters that you do 
it as if that's all there is. 

6 Delving into Private Lives 

This is nonfiction; this is my life. 
I never had a happier time than when I was a reporter in the New 

York Times newsroom, I left with a tear in my eye when I was thirty-two 
· years old, after working there for a decade. I left not because of any 
disenchantment with the newspaper, but rather because of the limi- 

. tations of daily journalism: space and time. The limited time one 
could devote to the indulgence of one's curiosity made if somewhat 
frustrating to stay on a daily newspaper. I wanted to spend more time 
with people who were not necessarily newsworthy. I believed then 
and I believe now even more-that the role of the. nonfiction writer 
should be with private people whose lives represent a larger signifi 
cance. · 

When I left the New York Times in 1965 to work at Esquire, the first 
thing I did was go back and write about some of the journalists there, 

. those wonderful .characters in the city room, who weren't news. The 
first person I wrote about was an obituary writer, Alden Whitman. He 
would wander 'around the city room with a little green cap, smoking 
a pipe, thinking about.death, thinking of people who were about to 
die. He would interview them and tell them that he was going to up 
date their files=-a sort ofadvance obituary. He made his living in this 
very distinguished way. What was it like to be a man who interviewed 
people whose time on earth was worthy of space in the New York Times 
when they died? · 

Now in my seventies, I still have as much of that curiosity as I had 
at age twenty-two. Curiosity-is the beginning. That's not something 
we are going to get from the Columbia School of Journalism or the 
Universityof Missouri. As a nonfictio~ writer I indulge my curiosity 
in private lives. I write nonfiction as a creative form. Creative, not fal 
sified: not making up names, not composite characters, not taking 
liberties with factual information, but getting to know real-life char 
acters through research, trust, and building relationships. You come 
to know them so well that they are like.part of your privatelife. Lre 
spect these people even though I have written about gangsters and 
pornographers. I saw. the world as they see it. 

I find a way to write with respect, a way to write truth that is not in 
sulting. I _don't make allowances for their dalliances or deviations, 
but I slide those facts ill without being harsh. Precise writing allows 
that; sloppy writing does not. I get this care for language from read 
ing the great fiction writers: F. Scott Fitzgerald, John O'Hara, Irwin 
Shaw. · 

By 1999 I had spent eight years working on a book but was unable 
to finish it. I wanted to write about failure. It interests me because it is 
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a learning experience. When I was a sportswriter, the locker room of a 
loser was always more interesting than the locker room of a winner. 

I wan ted to write about John Wayne Bobbitt, the guy who lost his 
penis. He was a Joser in every, sense of the word, yet he got no sympa 
thy from anybody. His wife was treated as a virtuous woman, because 
he got what he deserved. That was interesting. I wanted to know John 
Bobbitt, and I hung around with him for six months. I drove him 
around, got t~ kriow his doctor, and eventually got to. know his wife, 
Lorena. I traced the knife she had used to Ikea, where she had 
bought it three years earlier. 

On a Saturday in July 1999, I happened to be watching a baseball 
game on television. On that same day was a highly advertised game 
between the United States national women's soccer team and the na 
tional team of China. I was channel surfing because I was interested 

·. in this soccer game, too. Mia Hamm was said to ht the greatest soccer 
player in the United .States-not only among women but among 
men. I started flipping between baseball. and soccer, trying to avoid · 
work, so I could get my mind off the miserable life that I was living. 

I had never watched soccerin my life: Like most people my age, I 
don't understand soccer. My father might have understood it, but for 
all the wonderful things that were imported from the old country, 
they did not import soccer. Ninety thousand people in the Rose Bowl. 
were watching it. I don't know what they were making all the noise 
about, but they were clearly excited. . 

I was interested because of the adversarial relati.onship between, 
the United States and China. It wound up being a nothing-nothing 
game. They had ·a shoot-out of penalty kicks. One Chinese woman 
ended up missing the penalty kick, and the game was over. If I were a 
sportswriter, I would have been in that locker room, and I wouldn't 
have been talking .to Mia· Hamm but to the woman who missed that 
kick. 

She had to get on an airplane in Los Angeles, spend twenty-some 
hours in th~ air, and return home to a China. eager to 'knock off 
Americans, angry_at our meddlesome foreign policy. It struck me that 
thiswas the way to write about China. This woman was twenty-five 
years old and she lost. What was it like for a twenty-five-year-old 
woman to screw up in this Communist regime emerging as a world 
power? · · 

I thought, "Oh, the New York Times will have that tomorrow." But 
there was nothing in the paper about the woman wh~ missed .the · 
kick. That week both Newsweek and Time had cover stories about the 
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Women's World Cup, but nothing about what I wanted to know. It was 
all about the American victory and how the Chinese team missed the 
kick, but nothing about that woman-number 13. . 

I know Norman Pearlstine of Time-Warner, so I called him. "Nor 
man," I said. "In the article today there wasnothing about the Chi 
nese woman." So I sent him a fax and told him what I thought would 
be a good story. I said, "If you write about this :woman, she will tell you 
something about how the Chinese react, what the neighborhood said 
about her, what her, mother had to deal with. The Women's World 
Cup was televised around the world, and she missed. How do they 
deal with defeat? These women were part of the great achievement 
of China's being. a world power. She might have had a great-great 
graridmother with bound feet. She is using soccer to represent-the 
new. China, but she misses the damn ball and now represents dis- 
appointment." · · 

I thought she could be a real key to representing the story of 
China. I would be glad to do that story. They thanked me for my idea, 
but nothing happened. The summer passed. I was in Frankfurt, cele 
brating my fortieth anniversary with my wife: And I decided I was not 
going back to New York at the end of the week. I changed my ticket · 
and went to Hong Kong. I had to. find Yu Ling. I went to Beijing 
speaking not a weird of Chinese, knowing no one. I checked into a 
good hotel because surely someone would speak English there. I 
asked the concierge. · · 

This .was not like calling the public relations department of the 
New York Yankees for an interview withDerek Jeter. I wanted to talk 
to someone who had missed a kick, I stayed in China for five months 

· looking for her. Finally, I got to meet her. I saw her again and again, 
working through interpreters. I saw her on the field, met her team 

. mates. Soon I had put a year into it. 
In 2000, the Chinese mainland team went to Taiwan, and I went 

with them. This is the, type of nonfiction that I indulge in, hanging 
around people. You don't necessarily interview them, but you be 
come part of the atmosphere. 

The girl who missed the kick is featured in the book. Not only has 
that story come together, but all that other stuff-:John Wayne Bob 
bitt, the storefront that can't ever host a successful restaurant, a red 
neck sheriff in the post-Selma South, all that-is now the story of my 
trying to deal with reality, with all its misadventures; its wrong turns, 
with an ever-energized quest to know something about people who 
tend to be ignored. 
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As narrative writers we care deeply about sustaining quality journal 
ism in an age that is rather inhospitable to' it, for both technological 
and economic reasons.Television came along in the 1.960s and 1970s 
and replaced print journalism as the quic~est, most po:Verful instru- · 
ment for news. On the occasion of cataclysmic events=-the crashing 

. of a NASA shuttle, John Kennedy's assassination, the September 11 
attacks=people ,turn to television. It is the prime carrier of news. So 
We, the print journalists, have had to go where television cameras 
could not. We must answer thequestions that the television's images 
pose. We're lucky, though: Television news raises more questions 
than it answers. · 

Print journalists have to be better than they used to be. With net-. 
work television, cable television, the Internet, and even video games 
it's tougher to compete for people's time. There are more and more 
sources of information outthere, and they demand less and less in 
tellectual energy. People work· harder; they have less time. When I 
started as a journalist, fifty-twoyears ago, I operated in an age with a 
single-income middle class. Now it's a two-income middle class: The 
writer must get better and better, become a better storyteller. 

To write good narrative you must be ableto answer the question: 
'What is the story about? The idea, the concept, is critical to narrative 
journalism. Moving the idea frorri genesis to fruition is what it's all 
about. r 

Let's start with the ,book idea that became The Teammates. In Feb 
ruary 2002, I had dinner in Palm Beach with Emily and Dominic 
DiMaggio. Dominic had been a center fielder for the Boston Red Sox 
back in the 1940s. In 2002, he was eighty-four. In 1989, I'd written 
about him in the book Summer of '49. We had kept up 'a friendship. 
That night Dominic told me about driving from Boston to Florida 
with John Pesky, his. former teammate. They'd gone to see· Ted 
Williams, another teammate, who was dying. They all knew it would 
be the last time they would be together . Dominic described how he 
walked into the room, how desperately frail Ted was, and how he 
started singing to his old teammate. 

The Narrative Idea 
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I listened to Dominic's story that night, and then went home and 
thought, "That's never going to happen again. Fou~ men, essentially 
one team, staying friends for sixty years, paying attention to one an 
other, phoning one another, and caring about one another late in 
their lives." I thought, "That could be a really nice, small book." I 

. .called Will Schwalbe, my editor, and outlined the book and my idea. 
He immediately got it. "Perfect!" He said. "Tuesdays with Morrie meets 
Summerof'49." Bingo! . 

Writing The Teammates was pure pleasure. I liked all the men; I'd 
worked with them before. There was a richness to them and their 
lives. They understood themselves and what had worked for them, 

. and yet they had acertain modesty. They'd reached the age of eighty, 
so they knew the book would be a summing up--:not just for Ted 
Williams but of their own lives. Later, my friend and colleague Frank 

· DeFord, a wonderful writer for Sports Illustrated; got hold of the book 
andsaid, "Damn! Why didn't I.have the idea?" ' · 

That's precisely the point; The book is the idea. Once you have , 
the idea, it just flows out. This is perhaps the best advice I can offer. 
Taking an idea, a central point, and pursuing it, turning it into a story 
that tells something about the way we live today, is the essence of nar- 
rative journalism. . 

I'll give another example. In the fall of 2001, Graydon Carter of 
. Vanity Fair called and asked me to go to our neighborhood fire sta 
tion, about three blocksfrom my home on Manhattan's West Side. 
On September 11"2001, thirteen men had gone out on two rigs. 
Twelve had died. Like so many New Yorkers, I wanted to do some 
thing in that terrible moment after the tragedy. I was delighted to do 
it; I jumped at the assignment. I went to the firehouse and talked to 
the other firemen, all of whom were in considerable emotional pain. 
They were extraordinarily open and generous toward me. I did about 
eight or nine days of reporting, and I thought, "This could be a won 
derful, small book." 
,. This is the key to the book: In a city that had been hit by an apoc- 

. alyptic event, in the midstof it all, was one small institution, a place 
where relationships were intensely humane, very old-fashioned. Men 
ate together and slept together and risked their lives for one another, 
Yet that one institution had paid disproportionately with its suffering. 
I thought that. i could measure some of the pain inflicted on the city 
by looking at that firehouse. The tone of that book, Firehouse, is very 
understated. It had to be. The book's language had to suit the occa 
sion. You don't "hype up" in the wake of tragedy. You underwrite, let 
ting the events speak for themselves. You treat everyone with respect. 
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The result is a very simple story of a terrible day in a city and who pays 
the price for it. The book, in fact, is the only one of my books that is 
not dedicated. The dedication was so self-evidently to the men who . 
died there. 

I got the idea for my first=-an d still best-known-book, The Best 
and the Brightest, in 1969 after I returned from my second· tour as a re 
porter in Vietnam. I knew that U.S. policy in Vietnam wasn't going to 
work out I thought, ''When the Kennedy administration swept into of 
fice, they were called brilliant, the best, most. able group to serve in a 
generation. And yet, dearly, Vietnam was turning out to be a tragic 
miscalculation, as painful as anything this country. had experienced 
since the Civil War. How could it have happened? How could men so 
allegedly brilliant be the architects of so great a tragedy?" I envisioned 
a mystery novel, a detective novel, with agreat cast of characters. 

I figured it was a four-year book. I got-a rathersmall advance that 
came out to about $10,000 a year. I thought the book would take two. 
and a half years oflegwork ifl went out and did two long interviews a 
day. That's almost exactly the way the equation .came out. To my sur 
prise, thebook became a huge best seller. It spent thirty-six weeks on. 
the New York Times bestseller list. Doing the book changed my life. I 
didn't get rich, but because of its success, I received.generous book . 
advances, giving me the time to do future books the way I wanted to 
do them. Time is the crucial ingredient for a nonfiction writer. The 
more time, the more interviews you can do; and the greater the den- 
sity of your work. · , 

I'd like to give one critical bit. of advice to those who are drawn to 
this work and want to succeed: The idea is vital Telling a good story 
demands a great conception, a great idea for why the story works 
for what it is and how it connects to the human condition. It is about 
ideas. about narration; about telling a~ry. You must be able to point 
to something larger. · - ' 
~~The legwork°"of'reporting is critical and· most of the fun. It turns 
an idea into an entertaining and substantive story. The more report 
ing-the.more anecdotes, perceptions, and windows on a subject 
the better. Writing is secondary. Sometimes.when I-lecture to journalism 
classes at colleges, I tell them I'm about to divulge the best question a. 
reporter can ask a source. For the first time (in some cases) their in 
terest perks up and outcome the notebooks. And I say, "At the erid of 
the interview always ask, '.Who else should rsee?'" · 

It's very simple: The more views of any subject that you get, the 
better. The more reporting you do, the more authority your voice 

has. I can always tell when a journalist is cheating. I can tell when it's 
a two-phone-call story. If you were an executive producer of a football 
game. on· television, would you have a better product if you had 
twenty cameras on the field or just two? The more people. you talk 
with, the more perspectives you gather, and the more inreryiews you 
do,thebetter. Your wriun will flow from the material ou've gath- · 

·~Chances ar<:_,-you've come into this work because you genume y 
like talking to people. If not, you ·should probably find other work. 
The legwork must be fun. Think of it as part of a continuing educa 
tion; we're paid to learn. It isn't just getting a byline that drives 'you; it 
isn't just where the story lands in the paper. Fifty-two years later, I still 
like what I do. 

Here's my last bit of advice; garnered from those fifty-two years: 
Read. Read good nonfiction books. Read very good newspapers: the 
New York Times, Wall Street journal; St. Petersburg Times, Los Angeles Times, 
Washington Post. When you find a reporter whose· work you admire, 
break his or her code. Examine the story and figure out whatthe re 
porter did, where he or she went, how that reporter constructed the 
story, and why it worked. . 

Read good detective fiction. I don't think anybody does narrative 
structure better than good detective writers. Read the work of Gay 

. Talese, one of the journalists who broke through the barriers· to nar 
rative writing in the 1960s. You'll find density in all of his work. He 
took the time to observe, to be a fly on the wall. His work is great cin 
ematic journalism. When you read his work, you can.almost hear a lit 
tle camera whirring away. I belong to a generation of people like 

' Talese and others who struggled against more limited forms of jour 
nalism. Our editors just wanted the who, what, where, when, and why .. 
Often, the work we thought was our best got cut away. 

Things are changing. Narrative-nonfiction is on the rise, and I feel 
lucky to have spent more than fifty years doing it. I've been paid to 
learn, to ask questions, to think, What could be more enjoyable and 
more rewarding than that? 
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The greatest potential-still largely unrealized, I. believe=-ofnarra 
tive reporting is communicating the very hardest news. Narrative can. 
convey vividly and potently the greater failings of government and in 
dustry, inequities of class, and fractures in the· infrastructure of 'op 
portunities in this country. It can engage the public, almost against its 
will, in crucial questions of meritocracy and social justice. 

Over the years my editors and I have wrestled a lot with the ten 
sion between narrative and news. After I turned in a story draft for a 
series about neglect in. Washington, D.C., group homes .for disabled 
adults, one· of my editors, a very .smart, experienced, and tough 
woman, said, "You have uncovered serious crimes here. You are bury 
ing them tinder a bunch of distracting writing." A literary approach 
to the story, she argued, sabotaged the prospect that those crimes 
would be.taken seriously, thatjustice wouldbe done. 

In the face of these-risks, why do we choose narrative? 
For some subjects, not choosing narrative means not being-read at 

all. When your subjects .are grim and your characters destitute, .dis 
abled, or extremely unintelligent, and. the wrongs against them are 
complicated, how many people are going to relish tucking into your 
story with their bagels and. cream cheese on Sunday morning? I 
choose narrative, sometimes with ambivalence, to further the goal of 
our profession: readers finishing -the story and maybe giving half a 
damn. , · 

Go to a place in your community that you don't know very_ well, 
ride a few buses, get off them, explore, and ask yourself questions 
about what you see. I guarantee you will find something that the pub 
lic doesn't know about because too few journalists· bother to make 
these trips anymore. It's considered inefficient. When editors ask 
what you have been doing, they don't.want to hear, "I've been riding 
buses and thinking all day." 

Doing thi.s work might involve some subversion of your editors, o( 
the process, and of the marketplace. Serious subjects don't sell news 
papers anyway. Narrative about serious subjects might not be a popu- 

Difficult Journalism That's Slap-Up Furr 
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lar craft, but-it's essential. Without the telling, well-reported detail, 
the narrative form is an empty seduction. It's us listening to ourselves 
talk, falling in love with the sound of our own voices. · 

How do you find those telling details, the earned facts, and then 
convey them? It involves two opposite 'sets of skills. While reporting, 
you must lose control so you can accumulate the facts. While writing, 

. you must exert maniacal control over those facts. You begin by being 
laid-back and hanging out. Take the great inhale so that when you ex 
hale, you will have among your notebooks that detail that conveys so 
much, so economically, Weave that detail into the warp and weft of 
your hard facts; · . ' · · · 

A friend once told me that' I find my stories· because I never 
learned to drive. It's true. I take the. bus. I walk around. By being out 
there-not the driver: of my story but the literal and figurative rider 
I have the opportunity to see things that I would never otherwise see. 

I found the group home story because I missed a bus in a housing 
project. Someone gave me a ride home. He had to stop at a group 
home because he was having some disagreement withthe staff there. 
I entered the group home at eight in the evening. What I saw there 
led to my story. . · 

When I do interviews, I never take my subjects to a restaurant for 
lunch. It's one of the worst things a journalist can do. Stay on their 
turf. Interview them in their world. If they say, "Now I've got to go and 
pick up my kids from day care arid go to the grocery store," you say, 
"Great. I can write while we're on the bus." I'm not just hearing their 
stories, I'm watching them live. I find my truth in the dialectic be 
tween what they say and how they live. . 
. You prepare for that kind of reporting by not preparing, by not 
scheduling three interviews a day: Carol Guzy, a photographer at the 
Washington Post; likes to say, "When you go for coffee, bring a tent." I 

. · carry a big purse because if I need to get on a bus and go to. Georgia, 
. I can. It's very difficult to do this work halfway. It's very difficult to say, 
"At five o'clock every day I'm going to be home." For a lot ofus that 
creates practical problems, problems with our families. 

Reporting gets easier over time. A friend ,of mine at the Chicago 
Tribune says, "Curiosity is a muscle. -The more you use it, the more it 
can do.'' The more you force yourself out into the world, taking 
chances, and the more times you call the public official 'to .get that 
document he ·doesn't want to give you, the easierit becomes and the 
more pleasure you get in doing it. That pleasure and passion will 
show when you get down to the business of writing .. 
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I'm not sure that writing gets easier over time. It still seems very 
hard. The hardest thing is figuring out how to keep the reader from 
throwing it. down and getting a beer instead. You must choose, and 
choose aggressively. One ·of the most painful things about writing is 
all you can't say.in your stories. I think about the people who died in 
Washington, D.C.'s neglectful-group home system, theterrible stories 
that I those not to'include. By watching readers' reactions to 'narra 
'tive stories, I've come.to believe that three well-articulated, nuanced 
examples-backed by sharply documented evidence of a broader 
problem-are far better than twenty examples that' raise more ques 
tions than they answer, Stories that run in onertwo; o~ three parts,· 
not sixteen, are more effective. · · 

We often talk about story-making as a two-part process: reporting 
and writing. This leaves out the third part: thinking. I spend a great 
deal of time holding my themes and scenes up to the light and asking 
myself: Which facets are intuitive? Which facets say something meani.ngful? 

As I do this thinking, this distilling, I talk a lot to my friends-not 
journalists but painters, poets, and stockbrokers. I listen carefully to 
what interests them and what irritates them. Listen to the questions 
people ask after you give them a two-sentence synopsis of your re- . 
porting day: In those questions and reactions you get closer: to the 
most important ideas and arguments. that you need to show, in .your 
scenes. Once you understand the heart of the matter, you will have a 
much better sense of how to refine. and arrange the parts. · · · 

Th1s is difficult journalism. It's lonely journalism. Not long ago I 
was on a Greyhound bu~ trip across· the South, reporting. I was using 
the Memphis bus station as my Hyatt Regency. My back-ached and my 
butt hurt. I hadn't had a proper night's sleep in four days. But intel 
lectually and emotionally, I was as ·far as I 'could possibly be from 
-~ored. It's lonely and stressful work, but when you read Adam 
Hochschild, H. G. Biesinger, Darcy Frey, Joan Didion, Jessica Mitford, 
A.]. Liebling, or any of the other writers who have done this work so 
well for so long, you can't help but know that this work is also mind 
stretthing, life-enhancing, slap-up fun'. Go out and find some of it. 


